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Union%Village%Community%Association%
P.O.%Box%161%

Union,%NH%%%03887%
www.uvca.org%

December%8,%2016%
%

Board%of%Selectmen%
Town%of%Wakefield%
2%High%Street%
Sanbornville,%New%Hampshire%%%03872%
%
Dear%Sirs/Madam:%
%
The Union Village Community Association is requesting financial support from the Town of 
Wakefield for the repair of the Drew Mill Dam.  There are three points which suggest that the 
residents of the Town have an interest in doing this: 

The Historic and Economic viability of the Union area of Wakefield;  

The Environmental and Recreational nature of the Drew Mill Pond for residents of 
Wakefield; and  

The Fire Protection provided by the Pond to the residents of the Union area of 
Wakefield. 

Just as in the town of Wakefield as a whole, Union began in the 1700’s and into the 1800’s as an 
agricultural settlement.  But, from 1854 on, when the railroad first arrived in Union, small-scale 
industry boomed and then remained a solid underpinning for the economic strength of the Union 
area.  This had the effect of keeping Union’s population steady, even when the overall 
population of Wakefield dipped in 1870.   

In the early 1900’s, passenger and especially freight travel remained an important feature of the 
village’s landscape and economy. In 1911-12 the Boston and Maine Railroad replaced the 
original depot in Union.  

There was an increase of seasonal tourism in the Union Village area, with the automobile 
supplanting the train as an increasingly popular mode of transportation. This shift altered the 
local economy, in large part due to the state’s formalization of a highway system and an 
upgrading of the roads.  

For the first several decades of this period, the transformation contributed to the village’s 
continued growth and development.  But, beginning in 1956 the railroad no longer stopped in 
Union Village, and passenger service on the line between Dover and Intervale ceased in 
December 1961; freight service north of Ossipee halted in 1972. 

What really drove a nail into Union’s coffin, though, was the construction of the N.H. Route 16 
“by-pass” to the northeast of the village in the early 1960s.  The bypass meant that much of the 
traffic failed to stop and investigate the village, ultimately prompting many automobile tourism 
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and travel-related businesses to close or relocate to other parts of Wakefield.  The irony of this is 
that the road’s construction in all likelihood contributed to the preservation of the village 
landscape.   

But even this landscape has come under attack.  The three dams on the Branch River provided 
ponds which were picturesque and produced energy to power the industry of the Village.  But, 
the Middle Dam was removed in the 1990’s and the Upper Dam was taken out in 2014.  Losing 
these dams is, after the loss of the railroad and the highway, another cause of the slow downturn 
of this part of Wakefield. 

However, the Village’s great good fortune is that the remaining dam provides for one of the most 
picturesque aspects of its landscape: the Drew Mill Pond.  This, along with the Congregational 
Church, the Union Grange, the Railroad Depot and Freight House, the Wakefield Resource 
Center, and the Blacksmith’s Shop on Bridge Street, make up an impressive list of structures 
owned either by the Town of Wakefield or by non-profits.  Add to this list the number of private 
residences which were once inns, stores, garages, and small manufacturing sites and one has a 
remarkably preserved 19th and early 20th century village, just the sort of thing that visitors can 
become interested in. 

The Drew Mill Pond needs to be preserved for both the historic and economic health of 
Wakefield, and of Union in particular.  Repairing the dam contributes to the circumstances that 
make revitalizing the Union Village area of Wakefield possible. 

Beyond the historic and economic value of the Mill Pond, there is the fact that it constitutes an 
environmental niche for heron, eagles, eels and fish (the State has stocked it as recently as 2013).  
Equally important is the enjoyment that school age children and their parents have gained from 
fishing and sometimes even boating on the body. 

Still more compelling is the simple observation that a full Mill Pond makes the dry hydrant on 
Bridge Street more than viable in the event of a fire.  Having an on-site source of water serves to 
provide substantial back-up for the water tankers which can be brought in through mutual aid.  

A contribution by the Town of Wakefield to the repair of the Drew Dam in Union will be a 
continuation of the Town’s practice of aiding non-profits such as the Food Pantry and the 
Greater Wakefield Resource Center, agencies which provide for the needs of residents of the 
Town.  This is a partnership, in which dedicated members of the community contribute time and 
energy for projects which benefit all of us, with the Town providing a portion of the resources 
needed. 

We appreciate your consideration of this project. 

Sincerely,  

 

Richard C. House, Director 
Union Village Community Association 



Drew Dam and Pond 
Union, New Hampshire 

 

Repair Phases and Costs 

The UVCA has already found funds for preliminary engineering research.  With the help 
of a Board member who had a career in HydroElectric Dam operation and others who 
have experience in construction, we have created a preliminary design for the needed 
repairs.   

•  Engineering and State Application. 
                     $  12,500 

•  Phase 1 Construction  Left Abutment and Emergency Spillway 
   $  12,000 

•  Phase 2 Construction  Right Abutment / Deck / Mill Side Retaining Wall 
   $  10,000 

Total: $34,500 
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Reply Forward Delete

Drew Mill Dam, D241001 in Wakefield, NH

Date: 11/18/2016 (10:54:04 AM EST)

From: Krautmann, Charles

To: 'rhouse@uvca.org'

You forwarded this message on 11/20/2016 08:57:15 AM to: Donald Woods <woodsco@comcast.net>, Richard Mauser

<mauser160@gmail.com>.

Text (3 KB)

Mr.$House,

Thanks$for$the$sending$in$the$OMR$form$as$well$as$the$updated$photos$of$the$work$that$you$have
performed$at$Drew$Mill$Dam.$We$appreciate$the$@me$and$effort$you$have$taken$to$make$the$dam
compliant$with$NHDES$rules.$We$look$forward$to$submiFal$of$the$reconstruc@on$permit$in$2017.

Regards,

Charlie

Charlie Krautmann, PE
Dam$Safety$Engineer
Dam$Bureau
New$Hampshire$Department$of$Environmental$Services
29$Hazen$Drive,$PO$Box$95
Concord,$NH$03302S0095
Charles.Krautmann@des.nh.gov
Office:$(603)$271S4130
Cell:$(603)$419S0894
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